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Rewilding – definition, continuum, 
ecological concepts and application
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Our route map to rewilding
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An abundance of definitions simplified 
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The Pandora’s box of rewilding



Big things eat little things, little things eat grass 
– and everything DECOMPOSES

Charles Elton (1927) Animal Ecology. Macmillan



Terrestrial Food Web

All food webs have

PREDATORS

Charles Elton (1927) Animal Ecology. Macmillan



Elton’s pyramid of numbers - 1927

“Pyramid of Numbers in a community, by which is 
meant the greater abundance of animals at the 
base of food-chains, and the comparative scarcity
of animals at the end of such chains”

A TROPHIC PYRAMID
- a food chain organised by trophic levels
- the base of the food chain becomes 
overgrazed and degraded in the absence
of predators

apex consumers 

herbivores

primary producers



“Green World Hypothesis” 
1960

- PHOTOSYNTHESIS = GREEN world

- uncontrolled herbivore pressure

= BROWN world 

Predator-limited herbivore 
carrying capacity
- evidence of a TROPHIC 
CASCADE

Food-limited herbivore 
carrying capacity
- the ECOLOGICAL 
MELTDOWN

Lago Guri, Venezuela, flooded by hydro-
electric dam, creating predator free islands
- predators present (top)
- jaguar, cougar, and harpy eagles absent 

(bottom) 



What is a TROPHIC CASCADE?

A trophic cascade occurs when the animals at 
the top of the food chain - the apex predators -
modify the numbers not just of their prey, but 
also of species with which they have no direct 
connection. Their impacts cascade down the 
food chain

Wolves drive woodland in a landscape of fear

Deer avoid the dens in two wolf pack territories

+



TIER 8. Super predators. Puma at the summit of La Primvera, along with coyote, 
lynx and jagarundi

TIER 7. Predators (red-tailed hawk, sharp-shinned hawk kestrel, fox,
long-tailed weasel, Ring-tailed cat, opossum, vampire bat) and 

scavengers (raven, vultures, rock squirrel and some mammals)

TIER 6. Herbivores (white-tailed deer, peccaries, armadillo) and

predators of small animals (snakes, skunks, ring-tailed coati,
racoon, true owls, barn owl, great horned owl)

TIER 5. Reptiles and birds devouring insects (northern flicker, 
Strickland's-, ladder-backed-, golden-fronted-, Gila-

woodpecker) insectivorous bat (vesper bat)

TIER 4. Carnivorous insects and small birds, mammals
(Mexican jay, Black-throated magpie, ground squirrel, 

long-tailed shrew,) amphibians

TIER 3. Primary consumers: butterflies & pollinators,
leaf-eating insects (acorn woodpecker, long-tongued bat, 
fruit bat, cottontail rabbit, gray squirrel, gopher, vole) 

TIER 2. Plants with flowers. Herbs and trees

TIER 1. Bacteria. Microorganisms, fungi and 
mycorrhizae

La Primavera Biosphere Reserve, Mexico

The trophic ecology of La Primavera shown as a TROPHIC PYRAMID 



What’s missing “in a country where the fauna is practically limited to 
birds, insects and the smaller mammals”? (Addison Committee, 1931)



BWLCH COROG- Cambrian Wildwood habitat restoration

Woodland Trust own 140ha of moorland dominated by 
purple moor grass
- held on a 125-year lease by the Wales Wild Land Foundation
- Cambrian Wildwood project intends to restore the native forest 
and other natural habitats
- reintroduce some missing native species

- not been grazed for over six years

Many upland areas are LANDSCAPE TRAPS where 
entire landscapes are shifted into, and then trapped in a 
highly degraded structural and functional state 
resulting from anthropogenic disturbances



SOUTH HOUSE MOOR - ecological restoration under similar biophysical conditions

- vegetation height > doubled, dramatic comeback of 
dwarf shrubs, bog asphodel spreading
- BTO 5y survey showed 37 species of birds many 
never seen on grazed areas, including willow warbler, 
redpoll, black cap
- 6mo survey showed 45 times more small mammals, 
matched capture had 56 field voles and 34 common 
shrews in ungrazed area - one of each on grazed area
- raptor pellets found only on ungrazed area, frequent 
sightings of short-eared owls

Park Fell

South House Moor

- sheep grazing ceased 1999
- 10,000 native trees and shrubs planted 

1999-2002 in copses & along gill sides (~5%)
- juniper & willow scrub on scree slopes
- supplemental tree planting 2012 (~ 1%)
- aim to establish NVCs shown in table

grass and moss 
hummocks drilled with 
runs and tunnels of 
small mammals

TROPHIC CASCADES – between grasses, slugs, worms, field voles, common shrews & short-eared owls 



CARRIFRAN - ecological restoration under similar biophysical conditions

Borders Forest Trust bought 665ha 
Carrifran Burn watershed in 2000 
- altitude range 165-820m

- phased sheep removal 
2000-2004 
- >500,000 trees and shrubs 
planted, based on ESC (50%)

- heather regenerating down hillside below ~ 450m 
- suckering of surviving trees and rapid growth of suppressed 
upland dwarf shrubs and tree seedlings (mainly rowan)
- natural regeneration in several areas
- leaf litter and woody debris beginning to accumulate
- thicker vegetation mat over valley brings increase in field voles, 
prey for many predators – TROPHIC CASCADE
- foxes and badgers now common plus otters, stoats and weasels
- greater than expected voluntary return of nearly 50 avian 
species with more to come, including kestrel, buzzard, peregrine 
falcon,  raven, short-eared, long-eared and barn owls

accelerated restoration index for the annual 
counts of all bird species in the Carrifran
woodland over the first ten years 



The art of the achievable at Bwlch Corrog: 
“birds, insects and the smaller mammals”

1km radius (SN734957) 2km radius (SN734957)

Use of NBN atlas data to 
build a picture of species 
on site & could migrate 
in to Bwlch Corog during 
habitat restoration -
walk, fly, blown, drop 
(from birds)!

On site: lichens x 3, weevils x 4, moths x 9
buzzard, sparrowhawk, carrion crow, jay, raven
fieldfare, blackbird, meadow pipit, skylark, tree 
pipit, siskin, dunnock, wren, great tit, coal tit, 
blue tit, whinchat, goldcrest, woodpigeon, 
chaffinch, chiffchaff, robin, tree pipit, crossbill, 
redwing, mistle thrush, song thrush, willow 
warbler, grasshopper warbler, cuckoo
Just off-site: moorland grasses, vascular plants 
(cranberry, bog ashphodel, sundew, crowberry, 
cotton grass, rowan, willow, heather) ferns and 
many liverwort and moss species of the moor
rowan willow heather

NO MAMMALS

Mammals: common shrew, water vole, field 

vole, brown hare, otter, rabbit, mole, red and grey 
squirrel, Brandt’s bat, weasel, badger, fox, fallow 
deer

Birds: carrion crow, raven, grey heron, 

sparrowhawk, kestrel, jay, jackdaw, rook, magpie, 
woodpecker x2 and tawny owl, as well as many 
other insectivores and herbivores 

Trees & shrubs: field maple, alder, willows, 

small-leaved lime, beech, wych elm, rowan, wild 
service tree, holly, yew, elder, guelder rose, gorse, 
dog rose, bramble, raspberry
Bryophytes: many mosses and lichens
Moorland and woodland vegetation species



ECOLOGICAL SITE CLASSIFICATION (ESC)
Developed by Forestry Commission, a decision support system that predicts 
woodland communities of the National Vegetation Classification (NVC) system 
based on:

- climate: elevation, windiness and temperature
- soil moisture
- soil nutrient

Choice of woodland species indicated at coarse and fine scale: 

NATURAL VEGETATION MAPPING OF EUROPE (2003) 
Bwlch Corrog lies in the band of oak forest (F2 - Quercus robur, 
Q. petraea, mostly with Betula pubescens, Ilex aquifolium, 
Blechnum spicant) between the raised bog areas (S8) of Foel
Goch and Foel fras

Seeding woodland restoration at Bwlch Corrog

Assessment for LANDSCAPE TRAPS has to be made on whether ecological restoration is 
limited by the absence locally of potential in-migrating species. The project will begin 
with planting around 8,000 native trees to provide a seed source for future colonisation 
of woodland across the site



Assessing the potential trajectory and progress of restoration at Bwlch Corrog

- construct a potential TROPHIC PYRAMID for 
the location
- calculate a capacity to harbour potential
in-migrating species based on their home 
ranges in restoring habitats
- monitor habitat & species return
- evaluate barriers to progress

Potential OUTCOMES can be predicted from the community of species and their 
interactions that can be restored, based on initial habitat seeding in upland LANDSCAPE 
TRAPS linked to voluntary in-migration of species 

fox, otter
weasel, sparrowhawk

buzzard, kestrel, heron 
badger, tawny owl

jay, raven, carrion crow
jackdaw, rook, magpie

common shrew, mole

brandt’s bat, woodpeckers, robin, thrushes, dunnock
blue tit, wren, chiffchaff, cuckoo, goldcrest, meadow pipit

redwing, tree pipit, chaffinch, siskin, skylark, fieldfare
blackbird, whinchat, willow warbler

fallow deer, water vole, field vole, rabbit, brown hare, squirrels, crossbill,
woodpigeon,  moths, weevils

moorland grasses, field maple, alder, willows, small-leaved lime, beech, wych elm, rowan
wild  service tree, holly, yew, elder, guelder rose, gorse, dog rose, bramble, raspberry, heather

cranberry, bog ashphodel, sundew, crowberry, cotton grass

?

herbivores

omnivores

vegetation

carnivores and omnivore

carnivores/omnivores/
scavengers

carnivores of inverts

insectivores

What are the potential TROPHIC CASCADES in this TROPHIC PYRAMID?

WHAT CARNIVORES COULD GO HERE?



An ecological approach to rewilding based on outcome:

- restores trophic occupancy, structure and cascades in degraded ecosystems 
- focuses on communities of species and their interaction rather than just species 
composition
- switches human involvement from management intervention to being a facilitator of 
autogenic recovery
- based on an ecologically feasible trajectory and outcome 
- trajectory and progress of autogenic recovery are monitored
- identifies barriers to restoration arising through failure to locally recruit species (i.e. 
tree and shrub species) or trophic imbalance (herbivore unmatched by its predator) 
- restores non-human autonomy where humans are observers of natural processes 
and wild nature
- future oriented 
- reimagines the identities of humans in relation with non-humans

Characteristics of rewilding

These characteristics move us past the ecologically illiterate “process-led” 
approach that holds rewilding back i.e. Oostvaardersplassen

(with thanks to Andrea Gammon)



Restoring  avian TROPHIC OCCUPANCY in the PEAK DISTRICT 

Alex Lees, lecturer in biodiversity at Manchester Metropolitan University, lives in the 
Peak District 
- produced this graphic as his avian rewilding manifesto for the Peak District
- counters the common misconception that rewilding results in a loss of biodiversity
- rewilding results in a different diversity – losses and GAINS



A rewilding continuum



Rewilding or nature gardening?

“In the end if a term, either restoration or 
rewilding, applies to everything, it also 
means nothing”  (Anthony Sinclair, 2017)











1. Don't confuse biodiversity and culturally mediated 
landscapes with wildness and naturalness

2. Nature can exist and thrive without our constant 
intervention

3. Natural succession should be the Favourable 
Conservation Status for rewilding projects

4. Work towards a continuum of approaches
5. Work towards a continuum of landscapes
6. Think big and think bold

The six rules of re(al)wilding



“It isn't fear that drives us to 
extinguish fearsome beasts, but once 
they are gone, it's fear that keeps us 
from bringing them back” 
J.B.MacKinnon (2014) The Once and Future World p.255


